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In this paper, we propose a trustworthy friendly jammer selection scheme with truth-telling for wireless cooperative systems. We
first utilize the reverse auction scheme to enforce truth-telling as the dominant strategy for each candidate friendly jammer.
Specifically, we consider two auction cases: (1) constant power (CP) case and (2) the utility of the BS maximization (UBM)
case. In both cases, the reverse auction scheme enforces truth-telling as the dominant strategy. Next, we introduce the trust
category and trust degree to evaluate the trustworthiness of each Helper transmitter (Helper-Tx). Specifically, an edge
controller calculates the reputation value of each Helper-Tx periodically using an additive-increase multiplicative-decrease
algorithm by observing its jamming behavior. With the historical reputation values, the edge controller (EC) classifies a
Helper-Tx into one of four trust categories and calculates its trust degree. Then, the EC selects the best Helper-Tx based on
the trust category and trust degree. Lastly, we present numerical results to demonstrate the performance of our proposed
jammer selection scheme.

1. Introduction

Cooperative jamming enables two wireless nodes to
exchange secret messages in the presence of an eavesdropper
without encryption [1, 2]. It is an information-theoretic secu-
rity approach that exploits the physical characteristics of the
wireless channel, which does not depend on the assumption
of computational hardness. In cooperative jamming, a
selected friendly jammer sends out artificial noise (i.e., jam-
ming signal) at the same time when a sender transmits a
message to a receiver [3, 4]. The artificial noise is aimed at
creating intentional interference at the eavesdropper. If the
channel condition between the sender-receiver is better than
that of the channel between the sender-eavesdropper, the
sender and receiver can exchange secure messages at a cer-
tain rate.

Friendly jammer selection plays a fundamental role in
maximizing the secure message exchange rate (i.e., secrecy
rate) in cooperative jamming [5, 6]. In general, there are two
phases in a jammer selection scheme. In the first phase, each
candidate jammer reports its private information (e.g., battery

state) to the sender (also known as the source node or mech-
anism designer) through a common control channel [7, 8].
According to the reported private information, the sender
selects a suitable candidate as the jammer. In the second phase,
the selected jammer sends out sufficient jamming signals to
create desired interference at the eavesdropper (Eve).

There are challenges that need to address in both phases.
In the first phase, since each candidate wants to be selected to
get payment, it may not be telling the truth in reporting its
private information so as to increase the chance of being
selected. A candidate without truth-telling can cause unfair-
ness and degrade the secrecy performance of the entire net-
work. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a mechanism to
ensure truth-telling for each candidate. In the second phase,
a selected jammer may transmit a partial (or even none) jam-
ming signal due to various reasons. We call it an untrusted
friendly jammer. An untrusted jammer can also lead to
unfairness and a decrease in the secrecy rate. Hence, it is
important to avoid untrusted jammers.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a
trustworthy friendly jammer selection scheme with truth-
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telling for a wireless cooperative system (WCS). Firstly, we
utilize the reverse auction scheme to enforce truth-telling
under two cases: (1) constant power (CP) case and (2) utility
of the BS maximization (UBM) case. In these two cases, we
enforce truth-telling as the dominant strategy of each candi-
date jammer. In the auction scheme, helper transmitters
(Helper-Txs) are edge devices that function as candidate
jammers. Spectrum resources of a base station (BS) are
revenues for Helper-Txs. In the CP case, the BS assigns a
fixed transmission power to the jammer. In the UBM case,
the utility of the BS is approximately maximized.

Secondly, we introduce trust categories and trust degree to
evaluate the trustworthiness of each Helper-Tx. Specifically,
an edge controller (EC) is introduced to calculate the reputa-
tion value of each Helper-Tx periodically using an additive-
increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm by
observing its jamming behavior. Subsequently, the EC clas-
sifies each Helper-Tx into one of four trust categories based
on its historical reputation values. The trust degree of each
Helper-Tx is obtained by averaging its reputation values over
time. If a Helper-Tx belongs to a certain trust category and
meets the trust degree requirement, it can be regarded as a
trustworthy jammer.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(i) We prove that the BS can achieve the highest secrecy
rate by selecting a one best Helper-Tx as the jammer.
More than one jammer can lead to a decreased
secrecy performance

(ii) We utilize the reverse auction scheme to stimulate
truth-telling of Helper-Txs. In the reverse auction
scheme, we consider two cases: (1) CP case and (2)
UBM case. In both cases, the reverse auction scheme
can guarantee incentive compatible (IC) and indi-
vidual rationality (IR). In both cases, we show
numerical results that the reverse auction scheme
outperforms the widely used Vickrey auction
scheme

(iii) We propose two metrics (i.e., trust category and
degree) to measure the trustworthiness of a selected
jammer. We adopt the AIMD algorithm to promote
trustworthy behavior and penalize selfish conducts

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work is given in Section 2. In Section 3, an overview of
the network model and some preliminaries are presented.
In Section 4, we give out the auction scheme and related
solutions. In Section 5, the trust management process and
the jammer selection scheme are described. Numerical
results are given in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn
in Section 7.

Notations: ð·ÞH and ∣· ∣ denote the Hermitian transpose
and the absolute value, respectively. Trð·Þ denotes the trace
operator. IN is theN × 1 vector of all ones. The normal distri-
bution with the mean μ and the variance σ2 is denoted as
N ðμ, σ2Þ. ½x�+ = max fx, 0g. A ± 0 (A ≻ 0) means that A is a
Hermitian positive semidefinite (definite) matrix.

2. Related Work

Conventional cryptographic-based methods at the upper
layer are of high complexity due to the expensive operations
such as the encryption and decryption [9–11]. Physical layer
security approaches with the advantages of low complexity
and resource savings have been explored both as an alterna-
tive and a complementary to conventional cryptographic-
based methods [12–14]. Physical layer security approaches
with the cooperation of helping nodes (cooperative relaying
and jamming) have been extensively investigated [15–18].
Recently, some new physical layer security technologies have
been proposed for secure communication, e.g., unmanned
aerial vehicle- (UAV-) aided jamming [19], intelligent
reflecting surfaces- (IRS-) assisted jamming [20], and
learning-aided cooperative relays [21, 22].

Considering that the helping nodes consume energy dur-
ing cooperation, it is necessary to investigate how to incentiv-
ize users to cooperate for security enhancement [23–25].
Therefore, game theory is employed in physical layer security
to study the interactions between the source and helping
nodes, where helping nodes would gain some payoffs [26,
27]. However, in most of the current cooperative networks,
the helping nodes are assumed honest and ready to disclose
their true private information, which is usually not realistic
[28, 29]. In practice, helping nodes may exaggerate their
private information to maximize their payoffs, which is a
key issue in cooperative networks.

To address this issue, a mechanism designer aims to
motivate the helping nodes to disclose their private informa-
tion by designing the payoff structure [30–33]. Authors of
[31] designed different “transfer payment” functions to the
payoff of each relay and proved that each relay gains its max-
imum payoff when it truthfully reports its private informa-
tion. In [33], the author proposed a truth-telling based
mechanism, where the selected relays’ energy harvesting
requirements would be fulfilled if they tell the truth. Other-
wise, the relays are penalized by the transfer payment.

Besides cooperative relays, cooperative jammers are also
important helping nodes for physical layer security in coop-
erative networks [6, 34, 35]. In [6], the authors investigated
the physical layer security of amplify-and-forward (AF)
relaying networks with the aid of the joint relay and jammer
selection. Authors in [34] proposed three categories of relay
and jammer selection for a two-way cooperative communica-
tion scenario. In [35], the authors proposed a joint relay and
jammer selection scheme and derived a closed-form subopti-
mal solution to maximize the secrecy rate.

In addition, untrusted jammers were investigated in [5,
36]. Specifically, the authors of [36] investigated a social-
tie-based jammer selection scheme, allocating power appro-
priately to the source node and the cooperative jammer node
to maximize the worst-case ergodic secrecy rate. In [5], the
authors investigated how to select jammers for device to
device users to thwart eavesdroppers by exploiting social
relationship with the help of full CSI and partial CSI,
respectively.

In the above literatures, the jammers are assumed honest,
and the private information are perfectly known at the source
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node. However, the optimal solutions in these works would
not hold if the jammers report their private information
untruthfully. In addition, the trust degree of a jammer was
only considered to be one of the parameters to analyze the
secrecy performance. To the best of our knowledge, how to
incentive cooperative jammers to report their private infor-
mation and do trustworthiness analysis for a jammer has
never been investigated, which motivates the study of this
paper.

3. An Overview

In this paper, we consider a WCS that consists of a BS, M
users, an Eve, an EC, and N pairs of Helper-Tx/Rx as shown
in Figure 1. The BS is a type of edge device that functions as a
user data entry point to the primary network. Helper-Tx/Rxs
are another type of edge device that protects user data from
being intercepted by Eve. Both types of edge devices are man-
aged by the EC that is a controller that can be configured to
match multiple specific requirements.

3.1. Transmission Phases. In the WCS, from the perspective
of the jammer, there are two transmission phases (the jam-
ming phase and the accessing phase) with a duration of
length T .

3.1.1. Jamming Phase. In the jamming phase of length βT , the
BS wants to send a message to a user (e.g., user1) on the data
link. Meanwhile, there is an Eve that wants to intercept and
decode the message on the wiretap link. To protect the trans-
mitted message from being eavesdropped, the BS selects
K ≤N Helper-Txs as friendly jammers to interfere with Eve
on the jamming link.

In the WCS, the selected Helper-Tx (the jammer) is an
edge device of user1; thus, it is assumed that the jamming sig-
nal cannot be known previously by user1. It means that user1
cannot remove the jamming signal from the received signal.
Instead, the beamforming vector of the jammer (w j) needs
to be designed to ensure that the interference imposed at
user1 is lower than a temperature limit. In the WCS, we

would first analyze the secrecy performance of the BS
through cooperative jamming and then select the appropriate
Helper-Txs. In what follows, we would calculate the secrecy
rate to measure the secrecy performance of the BS.

It is assumed that the BS is able to acquire the CSI of the
data link through pilot sequences [37]. Each Helper-Tx mea-
sures its CSI between itself and user1, i.e., hjn ,u, and reports
the CSI to the EC. The EC would share the CSI of Helper-
Txs with the BS via a secure channel, such as a common con-
trol channel [38]. Finally, the CSI of users and Helper-Txs are
both available at the BS. Thus, we assume that the perfect CSI
of the data link is available. For the CSI of wiretap link, there
are two cases:

(i) Perfect CSI Case. In some special cases, one of the
legitimate users (e.g., untrusted relays) may be con-
sidered to be a potential Eve [39]. In other words,
Eve is one of the legitimate users; thus, we can obtain
the perfect CSI of the wiretap link. Specifically, the
instantaneous CSI of hb,e and hjk ,e is known.

(ii) Statistical CSI Case. In most cases, accurate CSI for
passive Eve cannot be acquired. However, the statis-
tical CSI for wiretap links can be obtained by some
measurement methods. Therefore, it is assumed that
we can obtain the statistical CSI of the wiretap link.
Specifically, the covariance matrices of hb,e and hjk ,e
are known, i.e., hb,e ~CN ð0, σ2b,eINb

Þ and hjk ,e ~C

N ð0, σ2
jk ,e
IN j

Þ.

In this paper, we only consider the perfect CSI case. In the
case with statistical CSI, the design and analysis for reverse
auction and trust management can be treated similarly in
our previous work [40], which is omitted for brevity.

In the WCS, the BS is equipped with Nb antennas, and
Helper-Txs are equipped with Nj antennas. All users, Eve,
the EC, and Helper-Rxs are all equipped with a single
antenna. The transmit beamforming vectors of the BS (wb)
and Helper‐Txk (w jk

) are both designed at the BS. Next, the
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BS delivers the related beamforming vector (w jk
) to the EC,

and the EC applies the beamforming vector (w jk
) to

Helper‐Txk.
With the CSI and beamforming vectors, the received sig-

nals at user1, the EC, and Eve at time index t can be expressed
as

yq tð Þ = hHb,qwbxb tð Þ + 〠
K

k=1
hHjk ,qw jk

xjk tð Þ + nq tð Þ, ð1Þ

respectively, where hp,q, p ∈ fb, jkg, q ∈ fu, c, eg are the links
from the transmitters (the BS, Helper‐Txk) to the receivers

(user1, the EC, and Eve). hp,q = �hp,q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
θp,q

q
with �hp,q and θp,q

denoting the NbðNjÞ × 1 complex link vectors and the corre-
sponding path loss from p to q link, respectively. The path
loss can be expressed as 10 log10ðθp,qÞ = −34:5 − 38 log10
(dp,q[m]), where dp,q is the distances between transmitters
and receivers. wb ∈ℂNb×1 and w jk

∈ℂN j×1 are beamforming
vectors of the BS and Helper‐Txk, respectively. xb is the mes-
sage signal transmitted from the BS. xjk is the jamming signal
transmitted from Helper‐Txk, where xjk ~N ð0, 1Þ. nq is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided
power spectral density N02. It is assumed that nq ~N ð0, δ2qÞ,
where δ2q = 2N02B and B is the link bandwidth. All links are
assumed to be subject to independent Rayleigh fading.

3.1.2. Accessing Phase. In the accessing phase of length
ð1 − βÞT , the selected Helper-Txs are allowed to access the
data link when the data link is idle so that they can transmit
their messages to intended Helper-Rxs.

3.2. Trustworthy and Truth-Telling Challenges. In the WCS,
note that the secrecy rate is provided by a Helper-Tx; the
selection of an appropriate Helper-Tx as the cooperative
jammer plays a critical role in improving the secrecy rate.
Specifically, the selection of an appropriate Helper-Tx faces
two challenges as follows:

(i) Truth-Telling Challenge. Since the selected Helper-
Txs may have greater opportunity to access the data
link, all the Helper-Txs will be naturally interested
in participating in the WCS. However, there is no
guarantee that they would report its private informa-
tion (the battery state) to the BS honestly. In practice,
the issue is that Helper-Txs may exaggerate their pri-
vate information to enhance their chance to be
selected, hoping to maximize their transmission time
in the data link.

(ii) Trustworthy Challenge. A selected jammer may
transmit a partial (or even none) jamming signal
due to various reasons. We call it an untrusted
friendly jammer. An untrusted jammer cannot
improve the secrecy performance of the WCS. In
addition, an untrusted jammer can obtain unde-
served utility, leading to unfairness to other trustwor-
thy jammers.

To address these challenges, we propose a framework as
shown in Figure 2, consisting of Auction Scheme, Jamming
Detection, and Trust Management. The auction scheme is
introduced in Section 4 to prevent Helper-Txs from cheating
so that Helper-Txs are self-enforced to reveal the truth. Jam-
ming detection is investigated in our previous work [40],
where the EC is adopted to detect whether the artificial noise
is absent or present by using an energy detection method. In
Section 5, we adopt trust management to evaluate the trust-
worthiness of Helper-Tx and select a trustworthy jammer.

4. Auction Scheme

In this section, we utilize the reverse auction scheme to
incentivize Helper-Txs to report their private information
truthfully. In the reverse auction scheme, the number of jam-
mers (K) is a critical parameter for the jammer selection.
Therefore, we first investigate the optimal number of K so
that the BS can select an appropriate number of Helper-Txs
as jammers. Next, we consider the utility design of the reverse
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Figure 2: A framework for trustworthy jammer selection with truth-telling.
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auction scheme in the CP case and UBM case. In both two
cases, we prove that the reverse auction scheme satisfies IC
and IR.

4.1. Optimal Number of Jammers. In this paper, it is assumed
that Helper-Txs are independent and competing with each
other. Therefore, we do not consider that there is cooperation
between K jammers. Furthermore, if there is cooperation
between multiple Helper-Txs, then we consider these cooper-
ative Helper-Txs as a more powerful Helper-Tx that is com-
peting with other Helper-Txs. It can be obtained that
different K can lead to different results in the total secrecy
rate. In this paper, we only investigate the optimal number
of jammers in the case with perfect CSI, provided that the
result is no difference from the case with statistical CSI.
Specifically, in the case with perfect CSI, we can obtain the
achieved SINRs of Helper‐Txn at user1 and Eve as

γu,n =
Tr WbHb,uð Þ

Tr Wjn
Hjn ,u

� �
+ δ2u

,

γe,n =
Tr WbHb,eð Þ

Tr Wjn
Hjn ,e

� �
+ δ2e

,
ð2Þ

where Hb,u = hb,uhHb,u, Hb,e = hb,ehHb,e, Hjn ,u = hjn ,uh
H
jn ,u

, Hjn ,e =
hjn ,eh

H
jn ,e
, Wb =wbwH

b , and Wjn
= w jn

wH
jn
.

The achievable secrecy rate is defined as the transmission
rate at which Eve is unable to decode the transmitted message
[41]. It is equal to the capacity difference between the data
link and the wiretap link. Thus, the secrecy rate achieved by
Helper‐Txn can be calculated as

Rs,n = log2 1 + γu,n
� �

− log2 1 + γe,n
� �� �+

: ð3Þ

Let qn = γu,n/γe,n. Sort qn in a descending order, and get
q1 ≥ q2 ⋯≥qN , qn ∈ fq1, q2,⋯qNg. Based on (3), we can
obtain that the Helper-Tx which has a larger qn also has a
larger Rs,n. It is assumed that Helper‐Tx1 is the best jammer
which has the largest secrecy rate, Helper‐Tx2 is the second
best, and so forth. Thus, the jammer selection scheme is
designed as follows:

Step 1. Select Helper-Tx1 as a jammer. Let n = 1 and calculate
Ψ1 = ð1 + γu,1Þ/ð1 + γe,1Þ.

Step 2. For 1 ≤ n ≤N − 1, calculate Ψn+1 = ð1 + γu,f1,2⋯n+1gÞ/
ð1 + γe,f1,2,⋯n+1gÞ, where

γu, 1,2⋯n+1f g =
Tr WbHb,uð Þ

∑n+1
k=1Tr Wjk

Hjk ,u

� �
+ δ2u

,

γe, 1,2⋯n+1f g =
Tr WbHb,eð Þ

∑n+1
k=1Tr Wjk

Hjk ,e

� �
+ δ2e

:

ð4Þ

If Ψn <Ψn+1, proceed to Step 3, and if Ψn ≥Ψn+1, skip to
Step 4.

Step 3. Select Helper‐Txn+1 as jammer, then let n = n + 1 and
go back to Step 2.

Step 4. Let K = n and stop.

Proposition 1. The optimal secrecy rate can be achieved by
selecting K = 1 Helper-Tx as jammer, where K = 1 is decided
by the process above.

Proof. See the appendix.

From the Proposition 1, we can obtain that the BS may
only select a single best Helper-Tx as jammer. More than
one jammer would lead to a reduction in the secrecy rate of
the WCS.

4.2. Utility Design and Objective

4.2.1. Utility of the BS with Perfect CSI. For each Helper‐Txn,
the utility of the BS can be characterized as:

UB,n = aRs,n − πnRs,n − Cn Pjn

� �
, ð5Þ

where a is the revenue per unit secrecy rate obtained by the
BS from a user. πn is the payment per unit secrecy rate for
the jammer. CkðPjn

Þ is the monetary cost incurred due to
the interference caused by the jammer.

4.2.2. Utility of the BS with Statistical CSI. In this section, we
focus on the utility design in the case with statistical CSI. As
we only know statistical CSI of the wiretap link, the beam-
forming vectors of the BS and the jammer are both designed
as homogeneous isotropic. The CSI ofHelper‐Txn is denoted
as gn = fhjn ,u, δ

2
jn ,e
g. Specifically, it means that hjn ,e have the

covariance matrices δ2jn ,eIN j
i.e., hjn ,e ~CN ð0, δ2jn ,eIN j

Þ. hb,e
have the covariance matrices δ2b,eINb

, i.e., hb,e ~CN ð0, δ2b,e
INb

Þ. In this case, the accurate secrecy rate cannot be calcu-
lated. Instead, we calculate the probabilities of the transmis-
sion and secrecy outage events. On the basis of the
probabilities, the utility of the BS is defined as efficient
transmission throughput (ETT), which can be found in our
previous work [40].

When Helper‐Txn is selected as a jammer, the instanta-
neous output SINRs at user 1 and Eve are calculated as
follows

ζu,n =
Pb∥hb,u∥2

Pjn
∥hjn ,u∥

2 + δ2u
=

ψb,u
ψjn ,u

+ 1
,

ζe,n =
Pb∥hb,e∥2

Pjn
∥hjn ,e∥

2 + δ2e
=

ψb,e
ψjn ,e

+ 1
,

ð6Þ
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where

ψp,q =
Pb∥hp,q∥2

δ2q
, p ∈ b, jnf g, q ∈ u, ef g: ð7Þ

In (7), Pp =wH
p wp are the transmit powers of the BS and

the jammer. ψp,q represents the instantaneous signal to noise
ratios (SNRs) from node p to node q. As the CSI fhb,u, hjn ,ug
are perfectly known, we can calculate the transmission rate of
BS as Ru,n = log2ð1 + ζu,nÞ. For the statistical CSI fhb,e, hjn ,eg,
according to equation (26) in our previous work [40], we
can obtain the probability density function of ζe,n expressed
as f ζe,nðwÞ.

To evaluate the secrecy performance, we adopt Wyner’s
encoding scheme with the target transmission rate �Ru and
the target secrecy rate �Rs [42]. The difference between �Ru
and �Rs is used as a redundancy rate against eavesdropping.
Therefore, the user can decode the received signal with arbi-
trarily low error rate only if the instantaneous capacity of the
user is larger than the transmission rate, i.e., Ru,n > �Ru; other-
wise, a transmission outage event occurs. Besides, secrecy
outage may occur when the instantaneous capacity of Eve is
larger than the redundance rate, i.e., Re,n = log2ð1 + ζe,nÞ >
�Ru − �Rs. The probabilities of the transmission and secrecy
outage events provided by Helper‐Txn are denoted as Pn

st
and Pn

out, respectively. We can obtain the probability of trans-
mission event as

Pn
st = Pr Ru,n > �Ru

� �
=

1, Ru,n > �Ru,

0, Ru,n ≤ �Ru:

(
ð8Þ

The secrecy outage probability can be derived as

Pn
out = Pr ζe,n > ξeð Þ =

ð+∞
ξe

f ζe,n wð Þdw, ð9Þ

where ξe = 2�Ru−�Rs − 1. Thus, the ETT that Helper‐Txn can
provide is expressed as

Tn = Ru,nP
n
st 1 − Pn

outð Þ =
Ru,n 1 − Pn

outð Þ, Ru,n > �Ru,

0, Ru,n ≤ �Ru:

(

ð10Þ

4.2.3. Utility of the Jammer. In the perfect CSI case, when
Helper‐Txn is selected as a jammer, its utility is given by:

Ubn ,n = πnRs,n − En, ð11Þ

where πnRs,n is the payment made by the BS to the jammer.
En is the energy cost incurred by the jammer. In the statistical
CSI case, the only difference in the utility of jammer is to
replace the secrecy rate with ETT. Let Pjn

denotes the trans-
mission power ofHelper‐Txn; we assume that the energy cost
is a linear function of Pjn

and is expressed as:

Ubn ,n = πnRs,n − bnPjn
, ð12Þ

where bn is the cost per unit power, i.e., the valuation that
Helper‐Txn has for its power. In general, Helper‐Txn with a
lower battery power would value its power highly and assign
a higher bn.

4.2.4. Objective. In this subsection, our objective is to design
reverse auctions for the BS to select a jammer. Specifically,
the auction has to satisfy IR and IC. IR means that each
Helper-Tx gets a positive utility under any outcome of the
auction. An auction satisfies IC if revealing its true valuation
(bn) is the dominant strategy for each Helper-Tx. To design
reverse auctions that satisfy IC and IR, we consider two cases:

(a) CP Case. In this case, the BS assigns a fixed transmis-
sion power (Pc

j) to each Helper-Tx. In general, the BS
needs to do secrecy rate maximization to design an
optimal transmission power of a selected jammer.
Although the optimal transmission power design
leads to a higher secrecy performance, there is higher
computational complexity when the number of
Helper-Tx increases. In the process of auction
scheme, it is necessary to evaluate the secrecy perfor-
mance that each Helper-Tx can achieve and selects a
suitable one as candidate. In fact, the optimal trans-
mission power design needs to be completed on all
Helper-Txs. Therefore, for the optimal power alloca-
tion design, there is higher computational complexity
when the number of Helper-Tx increases. For the
constant power case, we can allocate a fixed power
to each Helper-Tx and evaluate the secrecy perfor-
mance of all Helper-Txs. As an alternative, the con-
stant power allocation with lower computational
complexity is easier to implement, and the loss in
performance is acceptable.

(b) UBM Case. In this case, we aim to design a reverse
auction scheme to approximately maximize the util-
ity of the BS.

4.3. Auction Scheme. In this section, we present the reverse
auction scheme for the CP case and UBM case.

4.3.1. CP Case. In the CP case, the Vickrey auction selects a
Helper-Tx with the lowest price bnP

c
j . However, the Vickrey

auction has several limitations shown as follows:
Secrecy performance: the Vickrey auction scheme ignores

the secrecy performance achieved by a jammer.
Utility: from (5), the utility of the BS is an increasing

function of the secrecy rate, which means that the Vickrey
auction scheme also ignores the utility of the BS.

Interference: the Vickrey scheme does not consider the
interference cost to the BS.

To avoid the above limitations, we utilize the reverse auc-
tion scheme in the CP case to select a Helper-Tx as a jammer.
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Lemma 2. The utility of the auction winner Helper-Txi can be
given by:

Ubi ,i =W\i
wmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j , ð13Þ

Proof. The utility of a selected Helper‐Txn is expressed as:

Ubn ,n = πnRs,n − bnP
c
j: ð14Þ

Each Helper-Tx reports its valuation bn, and we calculate
the weight of each Helper-Tx as:

Wn =
bnP

c
j

Rc
s,n

, ð15Þ

where Rc
s,n is calculated for each Helper-Tx with a fixed trans-

mission power Pc
j . We denote that

wmin = arg min
n∈N

Wn, ð16Þ

we select Helper‐Txwmin
as the auction winner that is func-

tioned as a jammer. For a Helper‐Txi, it is assumed that

w\i
min = arg min

n∈N ,n≠i
Wn, ð17Þ

where w\i
min represents the auction winner when Helper‐Txi

does not participate in the auction. We define that for the
auction winner Helper‐Txi, the payment is given by:

pi =W\i
wmin

Rc
s,i, ð18Þ

thus the utility of the auction winnerHelper‐Txi is calculated
as:

Ubi ,i =W\i
wmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j: ð19Þ

Proposition 3. The reverse auction in the CP case satisfies IR
and IC.

Proof.When Helper‐Txi is the auction winner, from (19), we
can obtain that

Ubi ,i =W\i
wmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j ≥Wwmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j =WiR

c
s,i − biP

c
j = 0:

ð20Þ

We can obtain that Ubn ,n ≥ 0 for Helper‐Txn so that par-
ticipating in the reverse auction is the optimal choice for each
Helper‐Txn. Thus, the reverse auction in the constant case
satisfies IR.

IfHelper‐Txi is the auction winner whether reporting true
valuation bi or false valuation b̂i < bi, we can obtain from (19)
that Helper‐Txi cannot change its utility. In addition, let us
consider the case that Helper‐Txi is not the auction winner
when it reports its true valuation bi. We assume that Helper‐

Txi is the auction winner when it reports a false valuation b̂i
< bi. In this case, we can obtain that

Ŵwmin
<Wwmin

=W\i
wmin

, ð21Þ

then, the utility of Helper‐Txi is calculated as

Ûbi ,i =W\i
wmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j =Wwmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j < 0: ð22Þ

Therefore, reporting the true valuation b̂n = bn is the dom-
inant strategy for each Helper‐Txn, which means that the
reverse auction satisfies IC in the CP case.

In this paper, the utility of the jammer is converted into
spectrum resources, i.e., the transmission time in the primary
channel. Therefore, we can obtain that

νUbi ,i = 1 − βið ÞT , ð23Þ

where ν is the transmission time per utility of the jammer.
Therefore, we can obtain the transmission time fraction of
Helper‐Txi expressed as:

βi = 1 −
νUbi ,i

T
= 1 −

ν W\i
wmin

Rc
s,i − biP

c
j

� �
T

: ð24Þ

4.3.2. UBM Case. In the UBM case, we aim to approximately
maximize the BS’s utility. As the Vickrey auction does not
specify how the transmit power of the jammer, it is not appli-
cable in this case. Therefore, in this subsection, we utilize the
reverse auction scheme in the case that BS requests a jammer
to transmit at a power that approximately maximize the BS’s
utility.

Let Pjn
denote the power at which the BS requires

Helper‐Txn to transmit. The utility of Helper‐Txn can be
expressed as:

Ubn ,n = πnRs,n − bnPjn
: ð25Þ

The utility of the BS can be calculated as:

UB,n = a − πnð ÞRs,n − Cn Pjn

� �
: ð26Þ

As the reverse auction satisfies IR, we can obtain that
Ubn ,n ≥ 0, i.e., πnRs,n ≥ bnPjn

. From (26), the utility of the BS
is maximized when πnRs,n = bnPjn

; thus, the maximum con-
tribution to the utility of the BS when Helper‐Txn is selected
as a jammer and transmits at power Pjn

can be expressed as:

UB,n = aRs,n − bnPjn
− Cn Pjn

� �
: ð27Þ

In (34), the only variable is Pjn
; thus, we aim to find the

optimal transmit power to maximizes UB,n. Specifically, we
focus the secrecy rate maximization to obtain the optimal
transmit power to approximately maximize the utility of
the BS. To obtain the optimal secrecy rate, we formulate an
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optimal beamforming design problem, which is divided into
a two-part optimization problem. By solving this two-part
optimization problem, we can obtain the optimal beamform-
ing vectors of the BS and the jammer.

When a Helper-Tx (e.g., Helper‐Txn) is selected as a
jammer, the achievable secrecy rate can be calculated as

Rs,n = log2 1 + γu,n
� �

− log2 1 + γe,n
� �� �+

: ð28Þ

where

γu,n =
Tr WbHb,uð Þ

Tr Wjn
Hjn ,u

� �
+ δ2u

,

γe,n =
Tr WbHb,eð Þ

Tr Wjn
Hjn ,e

� �
+ δ2e

,
ð29Þ

where Hjn ,u = hjn ,uh
H
jn ,u

and Hjn ,e = hjn ,eh
H
jn ,e
.

To obtain the optimal beamforming vectors of the BS and
Helper‐Txn, the secrecy rate maximization problem is
mathematically characterized as

2  max
Wb ,W jn

 Rs,n, ð30aÞ

s:t: Tr WjnHjn ,u

� �
≤ Γ, ð30bÞ

 Tr Wbð Þ ≤ Pm
b , ð30cÞ

 Tr Wjn

� �
≤ Pm

j , ð30dÞ

rank Wbð Þ = 1, ð30eÞ

rank Wjn

� �
= 1, ð30fÞ

where (30b) is the interference temperature limit (Γ)
imposed at user1 from the jammer. (30c) and (30d) are the
transmit power limits of the BS andHelper‐Txn, respectively.
(30e) and (30f) are rank-one constraints of beamforming
vectorsWb andWjn, respectively. Actually, the nulling beam-
former designed at Helper-Txs is a suboptimal solution that
cannot achieve the optimal secrecy performance, which has
been demonstrated in the literature. Specifically, based on
(30b), the optimal beamforming vector of artificial noise
can guarantee that the resulting interference power at the
legitimate user is kept below the interference temperature
limit, which can achieve a similar effect to nulling
beamformer.

In this subsection, we come up with a solution to the
secrecy rate maximization problem. Due to fractional forms
in the objective function, problem (30) is nonconvex and dif-
ficult to solve. First, we introduce a slack variable τ = γe,n, and
problem (30) can be equivalently transformed into

2 max
Wb ,W jn ,τ

 
1 + γu,n
1 + τ

, ð31aÞ

s:t: Tr WbHb,eð Þ ≤ τ Tr WjnHjn ,e

� �
+ δ2e

� �
, ð31bÞ

Tr WjnHjn ,u

� �
≤ Γ, ð31cÞ

Tr Wbð Þ ≤ Pm
b , ð31dÞ

Tr Wjn

� �
≤ Pm

j , ð31eÞ

rank Wbð Þ = 1, ð31fÞ
rank Wjn

� �
= 1: ð31gÞ

Based on [39], problem (31) can be solved optimally by
reformulating it into a two-part optimization problem. The
outer part is a one-dimensional line search problem with τ,
i.e.,

f τð Þ =max
τ

 
1 + G τð Þ
1 + τ

,

s:t: 0 ≤ τ ≤ Tr Hb,uð ÞPm
b ,

ð32aÞ

where GðτÞ is the objective function of the inner part optimi-
zation problem to be described below. The lower bound
about τ can be obtained directly from (31b), i.e., 0 ≤ TrðWb

Hb,eÞ/ðTrðWjnHjn ,eÞ + δ2eÞ ≤ τ. The upper bound is derived
from the fact that the secrecy rate is greater than or equal
to zero, i.e., τ ≤ TrðWbHb,uÞ/ðTrðWjnHjn ,uÞ + δ2uÞ ≤ TrðHb,uÞ
Pm
b . For a fixed τ, the inner part can be expressed as

G τð Þ ≜ max
Wb ,W jn

 
Tr WbHb,uð Þ

Tr WjnHjn ,u

� �
+ δ2u

,

s:t:  36bð Þ − 36gð Þ:
ð33aÞ

Suppose that we can obtain GðτÞ by solving problem (33)
for any fixed τ. Then, we can solve problem (32) by applying
the one-dimensional line search method, e.g., Golden Section
Search to the interval ½0, TrðHb,uÞPm

b �. Therefore, the key step
lies in computing GðτÞ for a fixed τ, which requires solving
the nonconvex problem (33). Applying the semidefinite
relaxation (SDR) technique, problem (33) can be solved by
dropping two rank-one constraints [43]. When the problem
(33) is solved, we can obtain the optimal solution of problem
(30), i.e., (W⋆

b , W⋆
jn
).

Therefore, the optimal transmit power of jammer is P⋆
jn

=TrðW⋆
jn
Þ. Then, the maximum contribution to the utility

of the BS from the jammer is:

U⋆
B,n = aR⋆

s,n − bnP
⋆
jn
− Cn P⋆

jn

� �
: ð34Þ

In the reverse auction, each Helper-Txn reports its valua-
tion bn to the BS. Then, we calculate the approximately
maximized utility of the BS U⋆

B,n. We denote that

wmax = arg max
n∈N

U⋆
B,n: ð35Þ
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In this case, we select Helper‐Txwmax
as the auction win-

ner. For Helper‐Txi, we assume that

w\i
max = arg max

n∈N ,n≠i
U⋆

B,n: ð36Þ

When Helper‐Txi is the auction winner, the payment is
given by:

pi =U⋆
B,i −U \i⋆

B,wmax
+ biP

⋆
ji
, ð37Þ

Then, the utility of Helper‐Txi can be calculated as:

Ubi ,i =U⋆
B,i −U \i⋆

B,wmax
: ð38Þ

In the UBM case, the reverse auction scheme also satisfies
IR and IC. The proof is similar to Proposition 3, which is
omitted here.

Similarly, in the UBM case, we can obtain the transmis-
sion time fraction of Helper‐Txi expressed as:

βi = 1 −
ν U⋆

B,i −U \i⋆
B,wmax

� �
T

: ð39Þ

To ensure that the selected Helper‐Txw (auction winner)
is trustworthy as a jammer, we would evaluate the Helper-
Tx’s trustworthiness in the next section.

5. Trust Management and Jammer Selection

In this framework, we apply two trustworthiness metrics, i.e.,
the trust category and the trust degree to evaluate the trust-
worthiness of Helper‐Txw. Based on these two trustworthi-
ness metrics, we can select a trustworthy Helper-Tx as a
jammer.

5.1. Trust Category. Helper‐Txw is given an initial reputation
r0. In general, the value of r0 is half less than the maximum
value of the reputation, i.e., 0 ≤ r0 ≤ 0:5. The reason is that a
high value may bring selfish behavior while a low value
may be unfair to a newly joined Helper-Tx.

According to detection results, some policies can be
adopted to encourage Helper‐Txw to cooperate. Specifically,
the EC takes an additive increase/multiplicative decrease
(AIMD) mechanism to update Helper‐Txw’s reputation
based on the energy detection results [44]. The AIMD mech-
anism consists of reward and penalty; then, Helper‐Txw’s
reputation can be updated as

rl,w = ρ1rl−1,w + ρ2 1 − el,wð Þ − el,w ρ2prl−1,wð Þ½ �+,
= ρ1rl−1,w + ρ2 1 − el,w − el,wprl−1,wð Þ½ �+, ð40Þ

where l = 1, 2, 3⋯ R, ρ1 and ρ2 are weight factors that satisfy
ρ1 + ρ2 = 1. They can be changed based on the requirement
of the WCS. When the long term of the reputation plays a
more important role, we increase ρ1. On the contrary, when
the demand for the sensitivity of reputation collection is
higher, we increase ρ2. R is the detection round during the

detection duration τ. rl−1,w is the historical reputation of
Helper‐Txw, and rl,w is the updated reputation of Helper‐T
xw. As shown below, el,w ∈ f0, 1g is the reputation evidence
of Helper‐Txw, which depends on the detection result at
round l. This reputation evidence can determine whether
the AIMD mechanism is reward or penalty. When the detec-
tion result shows that there is artificial noise (H 1): el,w = 0,
then an additive increase (ρ2 ∗ 1) for the value of the reputa-
tion is used. When the detection result shows there is no arti-
ficial noise (H 0): el,w = 1, then a multiplicative decrease
(ρ2 ∗ p ∗ rl,w) for the value of the reputation is used.

The value of p is the degree of penalty, which determines
how severe is the penalty imposed on Helper‐Txw. The basic
setting principle of the AIMDmechanism is to slow down the
increasing rate and speed up the decreasing rate of the value
of reputation.

Based on the number of inflection points of the reputa-
tion update curve and the initial reputation evidence, we pro-
pose a classification algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1.
Then, Helper‐Txw can be classified into one of the following
four trust categories.

(i) A Reputable User. As shown in Figure 3, if the detec-
tion results show that Helper‐Txw continuously
sends out the artificial noise, the value of its reputa-
tion increases gradually to 1. Then, Helper‐Txw is
considered to be a reputable user.

(ii) A Selfish User. As shown in Figure 4, Helper‐Txw’s
reputation update curve is serrated, which means
that Helper‐Txw intermittently sends out the

Input:r0, R;
Output:αw, Cw;
1: Initialize p = 2, ρ1 = 0:8, ρ2 = 0:2;
2: Set k = 0, l = 1;
3: The reputation evidence of l round is el,w;
4: repeat
5: rl = ½ρ1rl−1,w + ρ2ð1 − el,w − el,wprl−1,wÞ�+;
6: ê = el,w ⊕ el+1;
7: ifê = 1then
8: k = k + 1;
9: end if
10: Set l = l + 1;
11: untill ≥ R;
12: if (k = 0&e1,w = 0) then
13: Cw = 1, A reputable user;
14: else if (k = 1&e1,w = 1)kðk = 2&e1,w = 0Þthen
15: Cw = 2, an unstable user;
16: else if (k > 2&eR,w = 0) then
17: Cw = 3, A selfish user;
18: else if (eR,w = 1) then
19: Cw = 4, A greedy user;
20: end if
21: αw = 1/R∑R

l=1rl,w;
22: Return αw, Cw.

Algorithm 1. Classification algorithm.
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artificial noise. Then,Helper‐Txw is considered to be
a selfish user.

(iii) An Unstable User. As shown in Figure 5,Helper‐Txw
does not send the artificial noise for a while, but it
recovers quickly and continues sending the artificial
noise. It is assumed that the situation is caused by
hardware damage or mobility, and Helper‐Txw is
considered to be an unstable user.

(iv) A Greedy User. As shown in Figure 6, we consider
Helper‐Txw as a greedy user if it never sends the arti-
ficial noise, or it stops sending out the artificial noise
in the middle time and never recovers.

5.2. Trust Degree. To evaluate the trustworthiness of Helper‐
Txw, we adopt the concept of trust degree α. The trust degree
of Helper‐Txw is calculated by averaging the reputation,
shown as

αw =
1
R
〠
R

l=1
rl,w: ð41Þ

In the case with perfect CSI, we have to guarantee that
Helper‐Txw is trustworthy enough to reach the target secrecy
performance threshold Rth

s . In the case with statistical CSI, the
target ETT performance threshold is defined asT th. The calcu-

lation process of trust degree provides no different from the
case with perfect CSI. It means that there is a target trust
degree threshold αth. Next, we investigate how to calculate this
threshold.

We adopt the concept of expected secrecy rate to evaluate
the secrecy performance. When Helper‐Txw is trusted (the
artificial noise is present), the secrecy rate can be expressed as

Rt
s,w = log2 1 + γtu,w

� ��
− log2 1 + γte,w

� �� �+, ð42Þ

where the SINRs are expressed as

γtu,w =
Tr W⋆

bHb,uð Þ
Tr W⋆

jw
Ĥjn ,u

� �
+ δ2p

,

γte,w =
Tr W⋆

bHb,eð Þ
Tr W⋆

jw
Ĥjn ,e

� �
+ δ2e

:

ð43Þ

WhenHelper‐Txw is untrusted (artificial noise is absent),
the secrecy rate can be expressed as

Ru
s,w = log2 1 + γuu,w

� ��
− log2 1 + γue,w

� �� �+, ð44Þ

where the SINRs are expressed as

γuu,w =
Tr W⋆

bHb,uð Þ
δ2p

,

γue,w = Tr W⋆
bHb,eð Þ
δ2e

:

ð45Þ

In this paper, it is assumed that the trust degree αw repre-
sents the probability that a Helper-Tx sends the artificial
noise. Thus, we can obtain the expected secrecy rate as

�Rs,w = αwR
t
s,w + 1 − αwð ÞRu

s,w: ð46Þ

For the given target secrecy performance threshold Rth
s ,

the expected secrecy rate has to satisfy that

βw
�Rs,w ≥ Rth

s , ð47Þ

then we can calculate the target trust degree threshold as

αw ≥ αth = Rth
s − βwR

u
s

βwR
t
s − βwR

u
s

: ð48Þ

5.3. Jammer Selection. According to the classification algo-
rithm, the trust degree of Helper‐Txw is updated, and
Helper‐Txw is classified into one of four trust categories. As
shown in Figure 2, Helper‐Txw would be selected as a coop-
erative friendly jammer if the following conditions are
achieved at the same time:

(i) Helper‐Txw’s trust degree satisfies that αw ≥ αth
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Figure 3: A reputable user.
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Figure 4: A selfish user.
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(ii) Helper‐Txw is classified as a reputable user or an
unstable user

Otherwise, Helper‐Txw would be kicked out of the net-
work, and we go back to the auction scheme to select another
Helper-Tx.

6. Numerical Results

In this section, we present some numerical results of the
reverse auction and the AIMD algorithm. In this paper, we
consider that the WCS is static at a certain time duration.
Therefore, it is assumed that the distances between users
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Figure 5: An unstable user.
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Figure 6: A greedy user.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Simulation parameter Value

The maximum power of the BS Pm
b (dBm) 30

The maximum power of Helper‐TxnPm
j (dBm) 30

The number of antennas of the BS 4

The number of antennas of Helper‐Txn 4

The interference temperature limit imposed at user 1Γ 0.1

The distances between the BS to user 1 and Eve db,u db,eð Þ (m) 120

The distance between Helper‐Txn and user 1djn ,u (m) 150

The distance between Helper‐Txn and Eve djn ,e (m) 100

Noise power spectral density N02 (dBm/Hz) -127

Transmission bandwidth B (MHz) 10
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are fixed in this time duration, while the results of a static
WCS can be well applied to a dynamic WCS. The simulation
parameters are shown in Table 1. The values of these param-
eters are set according to the general guidelines in the existing
literatures.

6.1. Auction Scheme Evaluation. In the WCS, each Helper-Tx
reports its private information to the BS. It is assumed that
each Helper-Tx does not know the reported valuation of
other Helper-Txs. The reported valuation of each Helper-
Tx obeys the probability density function: e−xn , where the
random variable xn ≜ v−nðg−nÞ (xn ∈ ½0,+∞� and Ð +∞

0 e−xndn
= 1). In the simulation, we adopt random variable xk instead
of calculating πnRs,nðn = 1, 2,⋯NÞ. This randomly generated
variable does not affect the outcome of the mechanism. For
simplicity, we assume that the price paid per unit of secrecy
rate is πn = 1, ∀n.

Specifically, we consider a system with N = 5Helper-Txs,
and the BS would select K = 1 jammer. A random sample of
these jammers’ secrecy rates is obtained as [1.3610, 0.5184,
0.3954, 1.5313, 0.9302]. Figure 7 shows the expected payoff
of each Helper-Tx versus the reported valuation. Specifically,
the payoff of each Helper-Tx is the transmission time to
access the data link. At each reported valuation, a large num-
ber (106) of sample values is randomly generated to calculate
the utility of each Helper-Tx. We can obtain that truth-telling
is the dominant strategy in the reverse auction. Each Helper-
Tx can expect its maximum payoff when reporting its valua-
tion truthfully. For example, the true valuation ofHelper‐Tx2
is 1:3610, and as we can see in Figure 7, Helper‐Tx2 gets the
maximum utility 0:1268 when it reports its true valuation.
Furthermore, a Helper-Tx with a lager valuation can gain a
larger utility. As each selected Helper‐Txn has to pay a
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Figure 7: The expected payoff versus the reported valuation.
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transfer payment, the maximum expected utility of the
Helper-Tx is less than unðĝnÞ.

In Figure 8, we illustrate the expected utility versus the
reported valuation of Helper‐Tx1 with different K . It is
obtained that Helper‐Tx1 gains the maximum expected
utility when it reports the true valuation (1:361) with differ-
ent K . With K increases, Helper‐Tx1 gains a higher
expected utility. It is because that as K increases, the prob-
ability that Helper‐Tx1 is being selected as a jammer
becomes higher. Furthermore, it is observed that when K
= 3, the expected utility tends to be fixed as the reported
valuation increases.

In Figure 9, we compare the BS’s utility under the reverse
auction scheme with two cases and the Vickrey auction. It
shows that the UBM case outerforms the CP case in terms
of the BS’s utility. In addition, we can see that for the two
cases, the reverse auction scheme outperforms the Vickrey
auction scheme. These results show that the reverse auction

scheme is valid and has a better performance than the Vick-
rey auction scheme.

Figure 10 compares the secrecy rate under the reverse
auction scheme for UBM case, CP case, and the Vickrey
auction scheme. We can see that the reverse auction scheme
has a better secrecy performance than the Vickrey auction.
It can be explained that our reverse auction takes the
secrecy performance of each Helper-Tx into consideration,
while the Vickrey auction only considers the price of each
Helper-Tx.

In Figure 11, we illustrate the interference cost under CP
case and the Vickrey auction scheme. In the UBM case, there
is almost no interference cost and can be ignored. It shows
that as the transmission power of jammer increases, a higher
interference cost is incurred to the BS. In addition, the
Vickrey auction scheme causes more interference cost to
the BS than the reverse auction scheme. This result shows
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Figure 11: The interference cost under the reverse auction scheme
for CP case and Vickrey auction.
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Figure 12: Secrecy performance with different number of jammers
at the same location.
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Figure 14: Secrecy performance with jammers at different locations.
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that the reverse auction scheme has a better performance to
degrade the interference to the BS.

6.2. Optimal Beamforming Evaluation in the UBM Case. In
this subsection, we focus on the joint beamforming optimiza-
tion of the BS and jammers. In Figure 12, we illustrate the
total secrecy rate versus the transmitted power of the BS with
K = 1, 3, 5 jammers at the same location (djk ,p = 150m, djk ,e
= 100m). It is observed that with the number of jammers
increases, the secrecy rate decreases. It means that more jam-
mers can not further improve the secrecy rate. This figure
validates the Proposition 1, where the optimal secrecy rate
can be achieved by selecting a one best Helper-Tx as jammer,
i.e., K = 1.

In Figure 13, we compare the secrecy performance of the
proposed algorithm (“Joint opt.” in the figure) with the
jammer-only optimization (“Jammer-only opt.”) algorithm.
In the proposed algorithm, both the beamforming vector of
the BS (wb) and the beamforming vector of the jammer (w j)
are optimized. In the jammer-only optimization algorithm,
the beamforming vector of the BS (wb) is designed as homoge-
neous isotropic, and only the beamforming vector of the
jammer w j is optimized. Figure 13 shows the performance
improvement by the proposed joint optimization algorithm
compared with the jammer-only optimization algorithm. In
this figure, we select K = 1 and K = 2 jammers at the same
location with the jammer-only optimization algorithm. We
can obtain that in jammer-only optimization algorithm, more
jammers cannot cause more interference to Eve.

In Figure 14, we illustrate the secrecy rate of Helper-Txs
at different locations. The location of a Helper-Tx represents
its private information (the CSI). It is obvious to see that the
secrecy rate would be worse when dj,p decreases or dj,e
increases. It can be explained that when dj,p decreases or
dj,e increases, the jammer would cause more interference to
the data link or less interference to the wiretap link, respec-

tively. This result shows that the location of a Helper-Tx is
critical to be selected as a jammer. Thus, a mechanism to
make sure each Helper-Tx reports their CSI truthfully is the
main task in a jammer selection scheme.

Figure 15 illustrates the performance comparison with
regard to the trust degree for different distances between
the jammer and user1. As we can see, the expected secrecy
rate increases with a higher trust degree. Thus, we consider
a Helper-Tx with a higher trust degree as a more trustworthy
friendly jammer. Besides, Figure 15 also leads us to the con-
clusion that we can get a better expected secrecy rate when
the jammer is farther to user1. The reason is that jammer
would cause more interference when it is closer to user1,
which means the distance is also an important design param-
eter in the jammer selection scheme.
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Figure 15: The expected secrecy rate versus the trust degree with different dj,u.
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In this paper, the jamming distance is defined as the dis-
tance between the friendly jammer and Eve, i.e., dj,e. It is
assumed that Eve is one of legitimate users; thus, we can
obtain the jamming distance. In Figure 16, we illustrate the
optimal transmit power of the jammer over different maxi-
mus power of the BS (Pm

b ). Obviously, as P
m
b increases, the

jammer should transmit the artificial noise with a higher
power. The reason is that the transmited message of a higher
power needs more artificial noise to protect. Figure 16 also
shows that with the jamming distance increases, a higher
transmit power �P⋆

j of the friendly jammer is required. Then,
there is a higher upper bound of the jammer’s residual
energy. In other words, a jammer farther away from Eve
should have more residual energy to guarantee the secrecy
performance.

6.3. AIMD Mechanism Evaluation. In Figure 17, taking an
unstable user as an example, we illustrate the reputation
update process with different kinds of AIMD mechanisms.
As we can see in Figure 17, when ρ1 goes up and ρ2 goes
down, both the rates of increasing and decreasing slow down.
In such a situation, the historical reputation plays a more
important role while the AIMD mechanism is not sensitive
to current reputation. Figure 17 also leads us to the conclu-
sion that when p decreases, the rate of increasing stays the
same while the rate of decreasing slows down. As the value
of p is the degree of penalty, and it is related to the damage
level caused by selfish behavior of a jammer. Thus, a lower
value of p means a lower penalty while the reward stays the
same.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents a trustworthy friendly jammer selection
scheme with truth-telling for WCS. We develop a reverse
auction scheme to enforce truth-telling as the dominant
strategy for each Helper-Tx. We prove that the BS can
achieve the highest secrecy rate by selecting a one best

Helper-Tx as the jammer. Furthermore, we introduce trust
category and trust degree to evaluate the trustworthiness of
each Helper-Tx. We then design a selection scheme based
the trust category and trust degree for the EC to select a
one best Helper-Tx. Lastly, we present numerical results to
demonstrate the performance of our proposed jammer
selection scheme. As a part of our future work, we plan to
investigate the problem of joint relay and jammer selection
in the WCS.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

According to (3), the secrecy rate of the WCS when selecting
n Helper-Txs can be expressed as RsfJ ng = log2ðΨnÞ. When
n = K , Ψk could be obtained, leading to the largest RsfJ Kg.
As a result, it is the optimal choice to select K Helper-Txs
as jammers in the WCS.

It is assumed that TrðWjn
Hjn ,uÞ≫ δ2u and TrðWjn

Hjn ,eÞ
≫ δ2e . Thus, we can omit δ2u and δ2e in the denominator of
γu,n and γe,n, respectively. As q1 ≥ q2 ⋯≥qN , we could obtain
that

γu,1
γe,1

>
γu,2
γe,2

,⇒
Tr Wj1

Hj1,e

� �
Tr Wj1

Hj1,u

� � >
Tr Wj1

Hj2,e

� �
Tr Wj2

Hj2,u

� � ,

⇒ Tr Wj1
Hj1,e

� �
Tr Wj2

Hj2,u

� �
− Tr Wj1

Hj1,u

� �
Tr Wj2

Hj2,e

� �
> 0:

ðA:1Þ

Then, we obtain the result expressed as
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−
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It is assumed that γu,1 ≫ 1 and γu,f1,2g ≫ 1. We can com-
pare Ψ1 = ð1 + γu,1Þ/ð1 + γe,1Þ and Ψ2 = ð1 + γu,f1,2gÞ/ð1 +
γe,f1,2gÞ as
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Figure 17: An unstable user: reputation update with different
AIMD mechanisms.
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Thus, K = 1 is the optimal choice in the jammer selection
scheme, which completes the proof of Proposition 1.
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